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WKCO still without
studio space on campus

WKCO put up posters to express frustration over delays in studio space. | BECCA FOLEY

Vol. CXLVI, No. 20
RONAN ELLIOT
NEWS ASSISTANT

When the basement of the new Gambier retail spaces flooded on Feb. 13, Kenyon’s student-run radio station WKCO was forced to delay their relocation plans. WKCO had been
scheduled to move into Farr Hall that week, a plan that had been in the works for over a
year. The water damage is just one more roadblock in the station’s path to a permanent
location.
On Friday, members of WKCO placed posters around campus alerting the community
to this problem, stating: “WKCO torn down 2017. WKCO promised new space Oct. 2018
— unfulfilled. WKCO promised new space Jan. 2019 — unfulfilled. WKCO new space
floods within 1st week,” and “WKCO still without a working space.” The posters appeared
around Peirce dining hall as well as in front of the Bookstore.
Following its move in 2018 to the third floor of Peirce Dining Hall, the Kenyon radio
station struggled to adjust. In recent months, minor complaints have been joined by more
pressing issues. Following the destruction of the Olin and Chalmers Memorial Library, the
Office of Student Accessibility and Support Services (SASS) relocated to the room adjacent
to WKCO’s current location. Because students take exams in the SASS office, the WKCO
DJs are unable to play music out loud during the day. At night, students are allowed to play
audible music, but are required to keep the volume low. Students working at WKCO have
also raised hygiene concerns: the proximity to the Peirce servery has led to a pileup of dirty
dishes, and mousetraps have been set out to combat mice living in the space.
Mark Kohlman, chief business officer, assures students that the radio’s relocation has
only been delayed. “By the end of next week all the flood damage will be repaired and back
to normal,” Kohlman said. “We fully expect, barring any other natural disasters, that when
you guys get back from spring break, they’ll be able to use the new radio station space.”
However, Jeb Backe ’19, WKCO’s co-general manager, says that the relocation has been
delayed before. “We were promised to hco-ave the new space ready by October,” Backe
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “Then in November we were promised to have the space
in [the] new year. When we arrived on campus in January it was not ready.”
Backe is grateful that the school provided them a space to begin with, but the frustrations are beginning to pile up. “All we want is just to be treated with respect and have some
follow through on promises,” Backe wrote. “It would also be nice to be able to function
normally again.”
President Sean Decatur acknowledged the role of renovation in the issues WKCO currently faces. While he regrets that this semester is so difficult for the organization, he feels
that the building projects will improve the campus in the long run.
“Once things are settled in and once there’s both the new recording studio and the new
space there, [I think] that the final product will be really good,” Decatur said. “It’s one of
the inherent problems with doing work on a campus that [the idea of] ‘long-term good’ can
ring empty to folks who are currently on campus. I think this is a case where WKCO, especially this semester, is getting impacted, but the long-term picture is quite good.”

Health Center adjusts after
departures of two counselors
DAISY DOW
STAFF WRITER

When Kenyon students return from
spring break, they will find two fewer faces
in the Cox Health and Counseling Center,
as the counseling team shrinks to four. After this loss, one third of available counselors on campus are gone, leaving students
unsure of where they should turn.
Chris Smith, director of the Health Center, said that, for privacy reasons, he could
not give specifics for the two counselors’ departures, but said that staff transitions are a
staple of any organization.
Given that students can only schedule
appointments weeks in advance, those who
had planned meetings with the exiting staff
members have had to adjust. As of Feb. 26,
approximately 15 of the 20 who had scheduled appointments with one of the now-former counselors have rescheduled appointments with other counselors, according to
Smith.
“For the students who were connected to
their current counselors that are leaving or
have left, we reached out to offer them the
first available appointment,” Smith said.
“Some just took the first available with any-

body, some had a preference of who they
wanted to go to, and we try and accommodate that as best we can.”
As a student organization advised by
the Counseling Center, the Peer Counselors (PCs) offer an additional resource available to students, but their numbers have also
dropped over this year. Of the 32 people who
signed up to be PCs, and the 20 of those who
underwent training in the fall, only five remain as active members.
According to the Mar. 29, 2018 Collegian
article “Future of Peer Counselors Uncertain,” changes enacted last year have altered
PCs’ role and presence on campus by revoking their hotline and limiting the types of
situations they are authorized to handle.
Yanno Fernandez ’21, who began as a new
PC this fall, feels that his ability to help students is limited.
“No one has contacted me directly, and
[it’s the same situation] for a lot of the other
Peer Counselors — the numbers are very
low,” Fernandez said. “Many of them have
dropped — and that’s not to say that they
didn’t want to be a Peer Counselor anymore.
I think everyone who started off as a PC
wants to help people, but there’s so many restrictions that are put on us now.” page 2

Cold weather and ice causes students to avoid Middle Path. | BELLA HATKOFF

Students suffer injuries
due to Middle Path ice
DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON | EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

On Jan. 23, Abbey Roswell ’19, forward for the Ladies’ field hockey team, got a concussion. But she didn’t get it from a collision with another team’s player or an accident
during practice; Rather, she was simply trying to walk to her 10:10 a.m. class in the
Science Quad.
“I was just walking on Middle Path,” she said. “I hit a slick spot and my feet went
out from under me, and then I fell back and hit my head on the ice.”
Roswell is one of many students who have recently found themselves struggling
against an icy or muddy Middle Path.
page 3
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Changes from last year led the Activist’s talk focuses on
PCs to question their new role trans representation in media
Continued from Page 1

Last spring, the College decided to
shut down the 24/7 PC hotline, citing
the PCs’ lack of professional clinical training. The change sparked an
uproar among PCs past and present,
who saw the hotline as an essential
tool for helping students in crisis.
“The PC hotline was such a good
thing,” Fernandez said. “Because I
think it’s incredibly stupid to just say,
‘if someone is in crisis, they’re just
going to look at the poster and email
someone.’”
The changes to the PCs moved
them away from this role as crisis responders. When Smith was appointed as director of health and counseling services, he focused his attention
on compartmentalizing the roles of
both professional and peer counselors, making sure that the care they
offered would be safe, certified and
beneficial to those seeking help.
“When I first got here at Kenyon,
the philosophy of Health and Counseling was ‘be all things to all students at all times.’ That’s not realistic.
It’s not sustainable and honestly can
be kind of unhealthy and dangerous
for students,” Smith said. He stressed
that the purpose of the Health and
Counseling Center is to provide students with the resources and care
they need while also setting them up
to lead healthy, independent lives after Kenyon.
Ari Tooch ’19 had been a counselor
in the PC program since her sophomore year, until she opted to leave
earlier this semester. Tooch agreed
with the Counseling Center that the
training afforded to PCs did not qualify them to act as crisis responders.
Tooch explained that, over the hotline
phone and in one-on-one sessions,
PCs would offer students advice on
what to do in certain situations and

tell other students they might have
depression or anxiety.
Smith maintains that the role of
Peer Counselors is to destigmatize
topics around mental health, to help
educate the campus on mental health
and to let other students know of the
certified resources available on and
off-campus.
The PCs had never been officially
assigned to crisis response, and the
ambiguity of their founding meant
their positions had never been cemented by the Counseling Center.
“I think Kenyon kind of realized
we were operating very freely — there
was no kind of connection between
us and the Counseling Center, us and
the administration,” Tooch said. “I
don’t think they really knew what we
were doing. I don’t really think we
knew what we were doing, if I’m being honest.”
While the PC job description has
altered in response to instances of
miscounseling, Fernandez believes
that communication problems prevail and the PCs are underutilized in
transferring students to professional
resources.
“There’s such a disconnect between the administration and what
their clear wants are, and between
like the student body or student
groups such as Peer Counselors,” he
said.
With increasing restrictions on
peer counseling and less resources
for professional counseling, students’
immediate access to on-campus aid
has been directly impacted by changes within the Counseling Center.
“I think the Peer Counselors could
work to see … what services the
Counseling Center can’t give to students and fill in those gaps rather
than just trying to be an extension
because I don’t think that’ll ever happen,” Tooch said.

CORRECTIONS
In the Feb. 21 article “ODEI, ResLife co-host implicit bias training,” the Collegian incorrectly referred
to Diversity Advisors as Discrimination Advisors.
In the Feb. 21 article “Department of English hosts touching Mary Oliver tribute,” the Collegian
quoted Tyler Raso ’19 as an attendee of the event. Raso actually organized the event, along with Claire
Oleson ’19 and Juniper Cruz ’19.
In the Feb. 21 edition of “Class Clash,” for the question “How many Kenyon alumni have gone on to
become a nation’s head of state?,” the Collegian incorrectly stated that “Two” was the correct answer. As
prime minister of Sweden, Olof Palme was head of government, but King Carl XVI Gustaf was and still
is head of state. Due to this error, the clash faculty have received one point back this week.
The Collegian regrets these errors.

ELLIE KLEE
NEWS ASSISTANT

Last Thursday evening, students trickled
into Hayes Hall 109 to the tune of “It’s Raining
Men” by The Weather Girls — no ordinary
prelude to a lecture. The music came courtesy of educator and activist Rebecca Kling of
the National Center for Transgender Equality
(NCTE), who visited Kenyon last week.
Along with the Center for Innovative Pedagogy, the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion and the Women’s and Gender Studies
program, Kling hosted a series of events entitled “Transforming Digital Storytelling: How
to Frame, Share, and Discuss Transgender
Narratives.”
Kling’s lecture on trans narratives in digital spaces focused on the history of trans representation in media from the late 19th century to present day. She analyzed a variety of
trans stories from social media platforms and
well-known films like “Paris is Burning,” as
well as more obscure examples from podcasts,
indie video games and pornography. Kling
shared her thoughts on the power of storytelling, the nature of digital media and the importance of trans visibility. “When you know
someone’s story, you are less likely to be an a-hole,” Kling noted. Throughout the talk, she
welcomed audience questions and participation, whether the topic of discussion was intersectionality or Game of Thrones.
Kling, who has a background in performance art, peppered her presentation with
humor and baby animal GIFs. “Tell your professor Rebecca gave you extra credit,” she told
one student. Kling also plugged her cats’ Ins-

tagram account, to the audience’s delight.
Toby McCabe ’21 thought that the lecture appealed successfully to the crowd and
to people with any level of knowledge about
transgender narratives. “I’ve been able to consume a lot of trans-specific media, and going
into this, I wasn’t sure what to expect, [but] I
learned so much that I had never known before,” he said.
McCabe expressed excitement at the size
of the audience. “It was actually more people
than I was expecting,” he said. “It tends to be
the usual crowd of people that go to similar
events. But this time, it was a lot of people I
hadn’t seen attend these events before. And
that was really nice, because I knew that people were curious to see what was going on and
wanted new exposure.”
Kling also hosted a workshop on sharing
trans narratives in digital spaces, and visited
a senior seminar in Legal Studies, where she
discussed her policy-making work with the
NCTE in Washington, D.C. She interacted
with students from the Gender Group, Unity House and the Crozier Center for Women
over meals and coffee.
At an invite-only dinner with Kling at the
Kenyon Inn on Friday, students discussed
the importance of trans narratives and questioned who should tell trans stories. McCabe,
who attended, was impressed with Kling’s
knowledge and approachability, describing
her as “put-together,” “super nice” and “really,
really cool.” McCabe said he felt “reassured
[that] you can be an adult and still be a queer
person, and those two aren’t mutually exclusive.” He identified Kling as one of his role
models.

Director of Campus Safety,
Bob Hooper, to retire in Sept.
BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS EDITOR

After working at Kenyon for nearly 27
years, Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper
has announced that he will be retiring on Sept.
1, 2019.
“It is with mixed emotions that I share Bob
Hooper’s decision to retire from Kenyon,” Vice
President for Student Affairs Meredith Harper
Bonham ’92 wrote in an email to the Kenyon
community. “[He] has devoted his career to
keeping our community safe. Whatever task
is necessary, be it attending to students in need
of medical assistance, coordinating event logistics, or even directing traffic, Bob accomplishes it with care and professionalism.”
Hooper had also served as chief at the College Township Fire Department for 23 years,

Rosse Hall manager and assistant director of
Campus Safety before assuming the director
role in 2007.
Hooper noted that he has enjoyed working at Kenyon and the Gambier community
throughout the years.
“He’s been great to work with and for. He’ll
definitely be missed,” Campus Safety Investigator and Clery Coordinator Holly Bleam
said. “I know that he cares a lot about Kenyon
and has put a lifetime into working here.”
In the coming weeks, the College will
launch a national external search for a new
director, who is expected to start by July 1. Internal candidates are also welcome to apply.
Hooper will work with the new director in
July and August to ease the transition.
A retirement reception for Hooper will
also take place later this year.
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Liberalism to Kenyon Unique features CEO of First Access
be focus of
new magazine
EVEY WEISBLAT
NEWS EDITOR

DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BETÜL AYDIN
NEWS EDITOR

A new student magazine, The Middle Path,
calls for Kenyon students to engage in “a dialogue all too lacking” on campus. Starting this
semester, the magazine will publish articles on
a variety of different political, social and economic topics with a classical liberal perspective, as noted on its website: “Examining Issues
from a Foundation of Liberty.”
Classical liberalism is a political ideology
that values the freedom of individuals and advocates civil liberties with an emphasis on economic freedom and limited government. The
publication was started by Pranav Mulpur ’19
and Chris Healey ’20, who both said that they
wanted to explore different ideas and engage in
open dialogue.
“I think classical liberalism is a long-neglected tradition, especially recently, you sort
of just have people sorting themselves into ‘I’m
a progressive or socialist’ or ‘I am a conservative,’ and there’s this other potential school of
thought or approach to thinking about problems,” Mulpur said.
They came up with the idea for the magazine at the end of last year. This semester, they
applied to become a registered student organization and launched their website. After they
become registered and receive funding, they
hope to start printing their issues. On Feb. 6,
Healey sent out an email to the student body
announcing the publication.
“‘The Middle Path’ is a Classical Liberal magazine with an emphasis on ‘Upholding and Reinvigorating Liberty’ — a message
we believe has resurfaced as essential in the
modern political sphere,” Healey wrote in the
email. “It is our hope that this publication can
provide new and enlightening insight into this
all too toxic political climate.”
So far, there are four posts on the magazine’s website, with articles covering topics
such as President Donald Trump’s trade deals
and recent conversations about increasing the
minimum wage in the United States.
Healey noted that they chose the name
“Middle Path” because of its significance to
campus and because it reflects their hope to
have balanced conversations. “We believe in
freedom, but we will weigh all facts equally
and come to a conclusion,” Healey wrote in an
email to the Collegian.
“We hope to bring issues of individual freedom and limited government once again into
the forefront of the political dialogue. These
are core American values but have fallen to
the fringe of political dialogue on college campuses, and are often met with undue and uninformed chastisement.”
Mulpur and Healey both noted that they
are open to different ideas and encourage students to approach the articles with an open
mind. They welcome meaningful constructive
conversations and hope to become involved in
public dialogue on campus.
“I encourage people to be open-minded,”
Mulpur said. “I think what we’re trying to do
is just offer another venue, another place for
people to explore interesting ideas.”
The magazine will continue to publish articles online for the remainder of this semester. Next year, while Mulpur will have graduated, Healey plans to print the magazine once a
month and maintain their website.

On Saturday night, Nicole Van Der Tuin
’07 threw the contents of her wallet onto the
carpet of the Gund Gallery Community
Foundation Theater. The Kenyon Unique lecture had just begun, and Tuin, in keeping with
the style of her alma mater, began her talk with
a metaphor.
“Everything here [in my wallet] is tied
somehow to the fact that I live in a formal
economy,” she said. “I am deeply embedded in
this world of verifiable data and information
about who I am and what I own and what I
earn and what I have access to.”
This lecture came as part of Kenyon
Unique, a collection of lectures and conversations that invites distinguished faculty members and alumni to speak at the annual event.
Van Der Tuin’s talk, titled “Storytelling and
Startups: An Entrepreneur’s Journey to Tackle
the 5 Trillion Dollar Global Credit Gap,” focused on her experiences with First Access —
a startup she Tuin in 2011 — and her work to
improve credit availability in developing economies and change the way we think about economic security.
“By pursuing and constructing narratives
about the economic problems facing billions of
people across the planet,” President Sean Decatur said while introducing the talk, “Nicole has
helped the world see past overwhelming global
problems and toward practical solutions.”
During the talk, Van Der Tuin balanced
the complexities of developing economies with
the understanding that not everyone in her audience was going to be an economics major.
“Since it’s 8 p.m. on Saturday, I hope everyone had plenty to drink at dinner,” she joked

Nicole Van Der Tuin ‘07 presents this year’s Kenyon Unique lecture | BEN NUTTER

during her talk.
Van Der Tuin touched on her time at Kenyon, where she pursued a synoptic major in
writing about culture, focusing her studies on
cultural anthropology, economics and other
social sciences.
“When I was a student here I was examining the concepts of culture through different
interdisciplinary lenses,” she said. “But looking back I realized that I learned to understand
how people make decisions and how to drive
behavioral and systemic change.”
This blend of studies led to her involvement
in the launching of Microworld, a French lending marketplace for Africa, Asia and Latin
America in 2010, and eventually co-found and
become the CEO of First Access.
“It’s been a wild ride,” Van Der Tuin said.

“What I’ve learned is that changing really
tough problems in the world does not happen
by accident, and you rarely have the wind at
your back.”
Van Der Tuin imparted her advice to the
audience, encouraging people to make connections, seek advice from others and not be
afraid of failure.
“Nobody knows what they’re doing when
they start a company,” she said. “So I’ve asked
people for help thousands of times now and
bought many, many cups of coffee for people,
and you just can’t be afraid.”
Van Der Tuin’s former classmate Ted Samuel ’05 said that he enjoyed the lecture and was
proud to have gone to school with Van Der
Tuin. “I knew that she was meant for greatness,
even back then,” he said.

Middle Path injuries reveal a slippery slope
Continued from Page 1

After her fall, Roswell sought aid from
the Kenyon Athletic Center (KAC) trainers. One or two other students also sought
help for falling-induced injuries, according to Head Athletic Trainer Mark Teeples.
“This always seems to be an occurrence when the weather changes,” Teeples
wrote in an email to the Collegian. “With
any kind of falling hazard we typically
see wrist and shoulder problems. Events
like dislocated shoulders, sprained wrists,
and even concussions are very typical.”
In 2014, the Collegian reported that
after two years of planning, the College
would begin the process of resurfacing
the Middle Path. These changes came as
an effort to increase accessibility in part
because Director of Student Accessibility
and Support Services Erin Salva observed
that an accepted student in a wheelchair
chose not to enroll in Kenyon due to concerns over Middle Path.
The Path was resurfaced with “new
stabilized granite” that would be more accessible while still maintaining “the Middle Path aesthetic” that was important to
alumni.
“Even before I arrived on campus [in
2013] a dozen people whom I had never

met before just came up to me and said,
‘Welcome to Kenyon, the one thing to
keep in mind is to never change Middle
Path,’” President Sean Decatur said.
Since its resurfacing, the cost of maintaining Middle Path has risen, according
to Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman.
Despite these recent moves toward improving its accessibility, Middle Path does
not seem able to escape the news cycle.
On Feb. 7, the Mount Vernon News reported “an uneven, thick, slick layer of
ice on Middle Path … created by freezing
rain mixed with snow and ice” in an article “Icy Middle Path conditions slip into
safety discussion.”
This ice not only creates the potential
for injury, but it also creates problems for
students using mobility devices, according to Teeples. “If a student is on crutches or in a walking boot” he wrote, “Poor
traction (Ice, snow, or mud) can be very
concerning.”
Problems arose again on the night of
Feb. 16 when showers quickly froze over
into black ice. But Middle Path was not
the only area of difficulty on campus, as
students reported injuries near Middle
Path as well.
“I was out Sunday night walking from
[Ransom Hall] down to the KAC and it
was really particularly bad,” Decatur
said. “The one thing we can do is just

make sure that we are staying on top of
getting things salted as quickly as possible.”
Now, students seem to be avoiding
Middle Path.
“If I’m in the science quad, I will walk
all the way to Peirce and then north to
the NCAs instead of to Middle Path and
then north,” Conner McEldowney ’19,
a resident of the North Campus Apartments, said.
Since the last resurfacing, there has
not been a “comprehensive discussion
about changing from gravel to some
solid surface,” according to Kohlman.
“I very much appreciate the continued conversation of, ‘Do we have the
right Middle Path that serves both the
community on campus and the broader
traditional historical narrative?’” Decatur said. “Those two things are clearly
not still in alignment.”
For the most part, it seems that many
students want Middle Path to be paved.
“I think that we should pave it, because it’s hard when it’s icy, and it decreases the accessibility of the campus,”
McEldowney said.
Rosewell shared a similar sentiment.
“I personally would be totally fine with
paving Middle Path if that makes things
safer,” she said. “Right now accessibility
is a lot more important than history.”
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Black history month programming closes with sit-in, vigil
JACKSON WALD
STAFF WRITER

The Black Student Union
(BSU) and the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (ODEI)
partnered up in February to organize several events in recognition of Black History Month.
The events ranged from lectures,
readings, panels and film screenings, culminating in the annual
vigil “for Trayvon and All Those
Before and After Him.”
These events are designed to
include and inform Kenyon students of all backgrounds, as noted by the President of BSU, Michaela Jenkins ’19.
“I think that black history is
a very relevant part of all Kenyon students’ experiences,” said
Jenkins. “There’s not anything
about Black History Month that
is solely for black students to
learn from, we can all take something from a part of this history
because it’s a part of the history
of the nation, in a part of the history of this planet.”
At the vigil, held on the steps
of Rosse Hall on Tuesday night at
10:15 pm, community members
stood in a group facing members
of the BSU. It served as the final
part of “Black Out Day,” where
community members wore black
in remembrance of Travyon
Martin and other victims of police violence in America.
“It was incredibly powerful
last year … they read the names
of those who have died at the

To conclude Black History Month, students participatined in a sit-in at Peirce as part of the #DayWithoutUs campagin. | BEN NUTTER

hands of police … because the
list keeps getting longer,” said
Jené Schoenfeld, associate professor of English and advisor to
BSU. “It’s important to remember that police violence disproportionately impacts black and
brown people and that is an ongoing issue.”
The vigil began with members
of the BSU leading the crowd
in the Negro National Anthem
(“Lift Every Voice and Sing”).
Then, for the next 40 minutes,
each member read the names of
civilians who had been murdered
by the police since the current senior class had arrived at Kenyon.

“I think it’s a really important
part of any conversation about
Black History Month and black
history to acknowledge that
there’s a lot of joy in black history — and there’s a lot of pain
in it,” Jenkins said, “and for me
it’s always really important that
we have the vigil remembered as
the culmination of Black History
Month, particularly through the
lens of Trayvon Martin who was
born Feb. 3 and died Feb. 26, so
it kind of bookends the month in
that way.”
Prior to the vigil, students of
color participated in the #DayWithoutUs campaign, where

they placed duct tape over their
mouth or pinned a card to their
clothing and remained silent
throughout the day. These acts
were meant to represent how
contributions from people of
color are routinely ignored. The
campaign also included a sit-in
in Peirce Dining Hall, where students sat along the walls of the
atrium holding posters.
While the events in February
are important for raising awareness and starting a dialogue,
there is hope that these discussions will continue past the
month.
“We [ODEI] hope that stu-

dents will take time out of the
month to reflect upon the importance of black history,” said Timothy Bussey, assistant director of
ODEI. “But also recognize that
conversations about black history or conversations about any
identity within the context of a
heritage month … are conversations that we should of course be
extending throughout the duration of the year too.”
To continue the conversation,
today there will be a lecture titled “The Fierce Legacy of James
Baldwin: On Love, Race, and
Sexuality” starting at 6 p.m. in
Hayes 101.

Power outages follow construction mishaps, shaky weather
EVEY WEISBLAT
NEWS EDITOR

The College has experienced an
inf lux of power outages this year,
the latest of which occurred on Sunday when parts of South campus lost
power after trees struck power lines
on Quarry Chapel Road.
Since wind speeds didn’t lessen
until after midnight, American Electric Power (AEP) was not able to address the situation right away. Ascension Hall, along with the Bolton and
Hill Theaters, were left without power until at least Monday afternoon,
while Peirce Hall and the Kenyon
Athletic Center ran on generators.
Some campus buildings and living
spaces also lost power into Monday
as a result of AEP’s repair efforts.
Director of Facility Operations
Steve Arnett divided Kenyon power
outages into two categories. “Primarily we have two kinds of outages: one[s] that we’ve planned, which
is usually associated with some kind
of construction project,” he said.
“[And] then we have the unplanned
outages, which 95 percent of the time
are somehow weather related.”
Of the eight power outages that
have occurred this year, five were
construction-related and three were

caused by extreme weather conditions. Three of the construction-related outages were scheduled in order
to conduct work on the West Quad,
while the other two were accidents.
According to Chief Business Officer Mark Kohlman, the power outage
on Jan. 18 was a result of a construction worker accidentally hitting the
temporary power lines while moving
dirt for the construction of the new
library. “The guy with the excavator, swung his boom around and hit
the power line near Sunset Cottage,”
Kohlman said.
Gambier has three main grids
of “master meter power” that supply power to different parts of campus, which is why most of the power
outages have only affected certain
buildings. In this case of the Jan. 18
outage, a slew of buildings on South
campus — the Taft Cottages, Old Kenyon, Hannah and Leonard — lost
power.
Another power outage happened
on Dec. 14, when construction workers were digging a trench near Cromwell Cottage to put in a gas line for
the new library. “When they were
digging over here they hit the wire
underground that goes into Cromwell Cottage, and that caused the
fire,” Kohlman said. “[So] they had

to shut all this power down to make
sure it wasn’t causing more fire, and
to fix it.”
Aside from Sunday’s outage, there
were two more weather-related power
disruptions. A regional storm caused
an outage two weekends ago.
Before that was the double-header leading into Thanksgiving break:
Initially a result of a tree hitting an
off-campus power line, the outage
dragged on into the next day after
the nearby AEP service main experienced damage.
Kohlman emphasized the College’s
lack of control in preventing these
weather-related incidents, which often have their roots miles away from
campus.
“A lot of times a car accident on
229 will take out a power line, or accident out on Coshocton Avenue hits
a telephone pole,” he said. “Parts of
campus are out of power because the
substation isn’t getting power because of some accident three miles
away.”
When asked whether this year has
seen more power outages than is normal, Arnett said he didn’t think so.
“With all the construction that
we’re doing at the library, we’ve
probably had more scheduled outages then in the past,” he said. “But

in terms of the unplanned outages, it
honestly it feels like it’s about par for
the course.”
Arnett described a number of measures Kenyon has in place to soften
the blow of power outages: Unlike
the Village, the College has underground power lines, which strongly
eliminate the risk of natural disturbances like falling trees.
Moreover, the campus has plans to
upgrade their auxiliary power sources by installing an additional generator in the science quad and another
in Gund Commons.
Arnett said the interest in Gund
Commons comes from its proximity
to North campus. “The thought with
Gund Commons is they’ve got the
ballroom and the game room — larger open spaces where if we needed to
move kids out [of their rooms] they
would have a place to go,” he said.
“The good news is after every
event, a power outage, you always
have the opportunity to sit down as
a team and go back and look at what
went well and what didn’t. So it’s a
continual learning process,” Arnett
said. “But like I said, if we if we get
better after every one — with the
number of outages that we have every
year, we’re going to be really good at
it someday.”
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AVI staffer Lisa Carver talks positivity, managing hardship

At “Storytime” program, Carver recounted how she became a beloved member of AVI staff.
JESS KARAN
STAFF WRITER

Most Kenyon students know
AVI staffer Lisa Carver for her
omelettes. However, her strengths
extend far beyond Peirce breakfast. Carver makes herself available to students as a resource and
tries, in her words, “to be somebody who … if you need something, you can come to.”
Though she has listened to
and supported many Kenyon students, only recently did she get
the opportunity to share her own
story with the community. February 15th, Carver participated
in the Diversity Advisors’ “Storytime” series, where she shared
tales from her life to a notably
large crowd.
In her talk, Carver highlighted the importance of remaining
positive in light of hardship. She
strives to embody this positivity
every day in Peirce Dining Hall.
Carver was born in Galion,
Ohio but was raised in Mount
Vernon. She grew up with six of 11
total siblings, one of whom is her
identical twin. While her mom
worked full time, she began cooking at a young age for her stepfather, who was in poor health. As a
young adult, she moved to Utica,
Ohio, where she lived for 30 years.
For seven years, she worked at a
small store with her twin sister
and, after a brief period working
as a waitress, she bought the store.
For five years, Carver owned and
operated the business. As the bills

rose, however, she struggled to
keep it afloat and was forced to
close it.
Kenyon, in comparison to
her previous places of employment, was a “big and scary” environment. Carver’s neighbor
and AVI staffer Jeff Beckholt had
persuaded her to interview for
the position. When she got the
job in 2009, she moved back to
Mount Vernon and has worked
at Kenyon ever since. She was excited by the opportunity to work
with so many new coworkers and
students at Kenyon: “I’ve always
been a people person, not a pencil
pusher,” she said.
For about six months, she
worked preparing salads before
moving downstairs to catering.
Though she didn’t get to interact
with students, she appreciated
working the long hours downstairs: “I loved it because I’m a
busybody.”
After five or six years, however, she was offered a position
upstairs, involving a more manageable 40 hours a week. Despite
the chaos of the servery, Lisa has
immensely enjoyed working with
students directly.
But being cheerful in the omelette line is not always an easy
task. “Up until a year ago,” Carver
said, “I was in a bad relationship
for like three and a half years. It
was abusive.” Her ex-partner was
also an alcoholic, and she got little
sleep and little peace at home. Her
position in the servery proved to
be a positive force in her life, her
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Lisa Carver, pictured by the desert section in Peirce Hall’s servery, joined AVI in 2009. | JESS KARAN

“happy place,” despite the overwhelmingly negative situation.
Each morning, she said, “I’d
come in here and have a bad attitude … I’d be standing there,
cooking eggs, and then I’d hear
someone say, ‘Good morning,
Mrs. Lisa,’ and it kind of like …
warms your heart.”
Kenyon students often write
cards to Lisa in appreciation of
the care and the individual atten-

tion she gives to students — she
is known for remembering many
students’ specific orders. During
her abusive relationship, she felt
unsafe bringing these notes into
the house. As a result, she would
sit in her car, where they were
stuffed in the glove box, and read
them when she was feeling down.
The notes made her feel noticed
and valued at a time when she
greatly needed the support.

Despite the last several years
tinged with loss, abuse and separation, Lisa has managed to
maintain a positive outlook. “I always try to make my bad go away
by being happy,” she said. This
philosophy translates to her relationships with Kenyon students,
whom she likens to her own children. At the end of the day, she
said, “I just try to give everybody
a chance.”
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The director of which film
won both the Oscars for
cinematography and best
director?
Ruby Schiff ‘21 was credited
as an executive producer
on which Oscar-winning
documentary short?

Faculty Total:

Senior Total:

Junior Total:

Sophomore Total:

First-Year Total:

45

30

31

34

25

Answer

Ted Buehrer ’91

Karina Kunka ’19

Eleanor Wellik ’20

Henry Terhune ’21

Adam Bell ’22

Roma

Black Panther

Infinity War

Roma

Roma

Roma

Period.Weekly
End of Scores Period. End of
Sentence.
Sentence

I don’t know

Period. End of
Sentence

Period. End of
Sentence

Period. End of
Sentence

Hayes

Tomsich

Tomsich

Tomsich

Concrete

Another walkway

Another crane

A second crane

A roof

2

1

3

3

2

Which building on campus
has a barrel containing
a plutonium-beryllium
mixture?

Hayes

What is scheduled to be added
to the construction area over
spring break?

Another crane

Hayes
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Alex Gilkey ’21 proposes redesign of ‘muddled’ official flag
North American Vexillological Association rates Gilkey’s flag higher than original emblem.
JOSHUA LIN
STAFF WRITER

According to Alex Gilkey ’21, flags are a
“symbolic projection” of an organization and
he doesn’t think that Kenyon’s official flag measures up. In fact, Gilkey is proposing a redesign
that he believes is more concise, clear and representative of the current student body.
The flag that flies outside of Peirce — a white
K on a purple background — is not Kenyon
College’s official flag. College Historian and
Keeper of Kenyoniana Tom Stamp ’73 told Alex
Gilkey that the flag currently flying to the south
of Ransom Hall is the Kenyon athletic flag. It is
standing in for the College’s original flag, which
is in storage awaiting repairs. The official Kenyon flag features Kenyon’s seal, adapted from
Lord Kenyon’s coat of arms, on a purple background; under the seal, a banner reads, “Kenyon
College, 1824.”
Gilkey says that Kenyon’s flag is too “aesthetically muddled,” with its seven colors and
complex imagery. “One of the basic rules is that
if a child can draw it from memory, you have
achieved a good flag,” Gilkey said. It would
take an exceptionally artistic kindergartener to
sketch Kenyon’s flag accurately.
Gilkey was inspired after reading a Collegian
article about the newly revised matriculation
oath, which this year’s incoming class recited
for the first time. The revised oath was changed
to better represent students, and Gilkey believes
that a similar sort of undertaking can be directed toward Kenyon’s flag.
In October of last year, Gilkey contacted
the North American Vexillological Associa-

tion with a request to compare his redesign to
the original Kenyon flag. The organization responded within a week; out of a 10 point scale,
the panel of judges rated the original Kenyon
flag an average of 2.5 points, and they gave
Gilkey’s redesign an average of 8.8. That was the
confirmation Gilkey needed that he was on the
right track.
Gilkey first became interested in vexillology
— the study of flag design — as a high schooler,
after watching a TED Talk by radio producer
Roman Mars in which Mars talks about the design of city flags. There is a rich history or meaning behind every flag, and Gilkey thinks that
people should take flags more seriously as representations of those values. According to Gilkey,
a good flag should be simple and distinctive: It
should be limited to two or three basic colors,
symbolically meaningful and have no text or
seals. One particular favorite of Gilkey’s is the
flag of Amsterdam: a red-and-black-striped flag
with three white Xs across the center stripe.
Although Gilkey understands that some
might think this issue is irrelevant, he stands
firmly behind his cause. “A flag is more than
some colors and stripes on a sheet,” he said. “It’s
a symbol of the values that flag represents for the
people who use it.”
Gilkey thinks that now is an appropriate
time for the redesign in light of all the recent
changes on campus — from the College’s largest construction project in the last two decades,
to the newly revised matriculation oath. Gilkey
has future surveys and even a flag-designing
contest in the works. He hopes that the Kenyon
community will support his initiative of designing a new symbol for a changing Kenyon.

Pictured above is Kenyon College’s original flag, and pictured below is Gilkey’s proposed redesign. | JOSHUA LIN AND COURTESY OF ALEX GILKEY

Planned Parenthood branch fights reproductive restrictions
ALICE TILLMAN
STAFF WRITER

Last fall, Maddie Ruwitch ’19
and Grace Moses ’20 founded Kenyon’s chapter of Planned Parenthood Generation Action (PPGA).
The group is now also led by Viola Herzig ’20 and Caroline Cohen
’20. As part of Planned Parenthood’s advocacy branch, PPGA
groups are committed to promoting reproductive freedom on
college campuses through community organizing and education
initiatives.
“Our main goal is to provide
an outlet for students who are
passionate about politics and reproductive healthcare to pursue
that work, to get off campus and
to promote what it means to get
involved in Planned Parenthood,”
Cohen said.
This year, they are focused on
raising awareness about threats to
reproductive healthcare, both locally and nationally. “I think that
Kenyon students in particular
come from areas in which access
to female health care providers is
fairly easy and not really a taboo
subject,” Herzig said.
Currently, the group is focused
on fighting both Trump’s Title X
revisions and the “Ohio Six Week
Abortion Ban” (Ohio Bill 258).
Last Friday, the Trump administration released new guidelines

Planned Parenthood Generation Action raises awareness for reproductive health at Kenyon. | COURTESY OF PLANNED PARENTHOOD GENERATION ACTION CLUB

for the Department of Health and
Human Services Title X program.
Title X provides reproductive services for more than four million
women. More than 40 percent of
Title X patients receive these services through Planned Parent-

hood. Under new regulations,
support would be withdrawn for
any healthcare provider who performs abortions or refers a patient
to a clinic which does.
Last year the Ohio legislature
passed Senate Bill 23, which bans

abortion after six weeks of pregnancy. It was vetoed by then-governor John Kasich, and an overturn of the veto failed by one vote.
The group also hopes to work
with the Kenyon administration
and the Cox Health and Counsel-

ing Center to improve access to
reproductive care on campus. It
can be a difficult balance, however, to demand needed changes on
campus while also acknowledging that many Kenyon students
have access to services which
are largely absent in the broader
community.
“It’s important to remember that restrictive reproductive
health access disproportionately
affects certain communities …
I need to constantly remind myself of that because I’ve always
been fortunate enough to be able
to pretty easily get the services I
need,” Ruwitch said.
The Health Center offers a
number of these services. Plan
B, for example, is available at
the Center for $10, whereas it
costs between $40-$50 at most
drugstores. As of last year, students can pick up the emergency
contraceptive pill at the Health
Center on weekends by calling
Campus Safety and asking for
a consultation with an on-call
nurse practitioner.
The group believes there is
still a considerable of work to be
done. Going forward, they want
to ensure that all bathrooms on
campus have free pads and tampons, to host a “Get Yourself
Tested” event and to celebrate
Black Maternal Health Week in
April.
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Visiting aromatherapist presents essential oils in Art Group
MONMITA CHAKRABARTI
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 20, Art Group met at its regular time, but this week there was an exciting
twist: art aromatherapy facilitated by Heather Petersen, a certified aromatherapist and
the Kenyon College Bookstore’s sales floor
supervisor and apparel buyer.
Art aromatherapy’s purpose is to clear the
mind and create a sense of calm. Before the
activity began, Sarah Gabric, a counselor at
Cox Health and Counseling Center, invited
the participants to compare the smells to
memories or draw designs in colors reflecting the emotions they provoked. She reminded everyone that the session was about the
process, not the final product.
The atmosphere was quiet and non-judgmental. The table was set with large pieces
of paper and bins of markers and crayons,
giving the room an aura which inspired creativity. Petersen is sincerely passionate about
aromatherapy, as well as the wellness benefits
of essential oils. She gets her own oils from
a supplier in California, and they all have a
particular purpose. Occasionally, Petersen
combines the essential oils to create a specific
effect, but this time she used unadulterated
orange, cedar and lavender.
The orange essential oil comes from organic fruit grown in the United States. It is
an indispensable part of Petersen’s oil collection: She claims she cannot do without it
and uses it in many of the essential oils she
makes. The bright, citrus notes of the oil inspired both loud drawings with lots of warm
colors like orange, red and yellow, and softer, more muted pieces with gray, violet and
peach. Petersen said this was appropriate be-

cause orange can inspire a sense of happiness
or calm; many participants were reminded of
breakfast and the hopeful feeling of starting
a new day.
The next oil Petersen used, cedar, produced many cool colors as opposed to the
warmth of the orange: mostly blues, greens
and purples. The smell inspired thoughts of
fresh air, trees and mountains, according to
some of the participants. Reminiscent of the
smell of cold medicine, cedar essential oil is
Peterson’s go-to when a client requests an essential oil to help get over a cold, because it
helps clear the airways.
Lavender was the only oil Petersen used
undiluted; it is believed to have antiseptic
properties. Petersen once used it to treat her
boyfriend’s injuries from a motorcycle race.
When she took him to the hospital, the doctors told her that whoever treated his wounds
did an excellent job, and she attributes his
fast recovery to the essential oil. Lavender
was also very calming, wiyh a familiar scent
that brought to mind soft shapes and the colors violet, blue and pink. Many people were
reminded of lotions and perfumes, because
lavender has become abundant in cosmetic
products. Peterson attributed this popularity to lavender’s calming scent, and the use of
lavender to close the session was fitting to end
the activity on an uplifting note.
Art aromatherapy was a calming experience in the midst of a gray February afternoon. Petersen’s positive energy and the
comfortable space made for an escape from
the busy day.
The activity was artistic and soothing,
and it gave participants the unique experience of creating a piece of art inspired by the
relaxing scents.

Top, some of aromatherapist Heather Petersen’s essential oils; bottom, an example
of the art created by members of Art Group during the session. | ARMIYA SHAIKH

5 Lesbians Eating A Quiche invites the audience to breakfast
JAMES SUSSMAN
STAFF WRITER

At the 1956 Susan B. Anthony
Society for the Sisters of Gertrude
Stein’s Annual Quiche Breakfast,
the smell of spinach and pepper
quiche wafted throughout the
room. As the executive board
sunk into their spongy textured
delight, a nuclear siren wailed –
the commies were coming.
Last Friday and Saturday,
the Kenyon College Players put
on their production of 5 Lesbians Eating a Quiche, written in
2014 by Andrew Hobgood and
Evan Linder, in the Harlene Marley Theater. The play explores a
Cold War apocalyptic scenario
where the executive board of the
quiche-eating club is confronted
with their anxiety over their true
sexual identities and the need
to survive. Replete with sexual
innuendo, 5 Lesbians Eating a
Quiche combines 1950s values
of femininity with contemporary humor. Directed by Jane
Lindstrom ’21 and Katie Stevenson ’21, this rendition breaks the
fourth wall with wit and the use
of claustrophobia in its bunker
setting.
At the beginning of the show,
each audience member received
a nametag and, once placed, was

The cast of Lesbians crowds around the prize-winning quiche. The
play breaks the fourth wall with wit and jokes. | SARAH GAGLIONE

indoctrinated as a member of the
club. Also immersive was the set
itself, designed by Adam Riva ’21,
which had the audience sit on either side of a central stage. Posters and photos of eggs and iconic
women of the 1950s, connected
by ribbons made of caution tape,
hung along the room’s walls.
Upon entering this compact
space, the audience met Buildings and Grounds Chair Veronica
“Vern” Schultz (Kennedy Frazier
’22) and Events Chairwoman
Wren Robin (Anna Hampton ’22)
while Club Historian Dale Prist

(Sarah Groustra ’22) snapped
photographs. The nervous British secretary Ginny (Samara
Handelsman ’21) tries to make
an impression among her fellow
members. As the meeting commences, the club’s proper, Southern president, Lulie Stanwyck
(Mia Fox ’19), storms onstage
with the prize-winning quiche.
The climax of the show occurs
when an outside threat, strongly
indicated to be a nuclear bomb,
hits the small town. There is a
sense of chaos within the club
and its protected bunker.

The script fails to create
rounded characterizations; rather, the confinement of the story
dilutes the work. Due to the play’s
hour-long runtime and five-person ensemble cast, it was difficult
to understand the perspective of
each individual character. With
the exception of Dale, who emotionally monologues about her
traumatic childhood, the play
lacks consistent, fully developed
characters. However, the cast
members made up for this with
brilliant comedic timing. Lindstrom and Stevenson’s direction incorporated improvisation,
and the actresses’ spontaneity
and engagement with the audience helped drive the spirit of the
show.
5 Lesbians Eating a Quiche is a
deviation from the political anxieties that face today’s LGBTQ+
community. However, audience
member Grey Smith ’21, who
identifies as a lesbian, felt that the
play used the word “lesbian” as a
punchline that reinforced unfavorable stereotypes.
“Many of the jokes seemed as
though they were geared towards
a straight audience, rather than
catering to a lesbian audience or
trying to understand the nuances
of lesbian identity … often, ‘lesbian’ is connotated as dirty or

otherwise insulting and bad and
I felt that the show, rather than
addressing the history behind the
word, instead perpetuated these
connotations and stereotypes,”
Smith said.
The jokes Smith refers to include a moment where characters
approached members of the audience, stated an absurd, 1950sesque reason the person must be
a lesbian, and urged them to say
the phrase “I am a lesbian” out
loud. This drew genuine laughs as
well as awkward ones, as the audience members singled out were
mainly men who seemed uncomfortable saying the line.
The play was at its most successful when it emphasized the
community aspect of the group.
5 Lesbians Eating a Quiche
frames coming out as a source of
strength that unifies the characters. The actresses’ enthusiastic
performances emphasized the
love and friendship their characters showed for each other, which
was especially heartwarming
considering the oppressive society in which they lived. Despite
some awkward moments, the
energy and vigor of the cast and
crew made 5 Lesbians Eating a
Quiche an enjoyable experience.
It is a shame that the script was
just as frustrating as it was funny.
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Post-punk band Priests gives energetic, joyful performance
CHAMELI BELK-GUPTA
STAFF WRITER

As Daniele Daniele’s sticks
hit the drums an electric charge
seemed to sweep through the
air. The crowd instantly jolted
into a blurry tangle of limbs and
flashes of hair. The room shimmered and shook as the music of
post-punk band Priests pounded
through the space.
The three-piece, D.C.-based
band played a show in the Horn
Gallery last Saturday. The group,
composed of Daniele, vocalist
Katie Alice Greer and guitarist
G.L. Jaguar, was also accompanied by touring bassist Alexandra Tyson.
Priests’ unique sound brings
together biting post-punk beats,
buoyant indie pop melodies and
surf rock rhythms. Lyrics lie at
the core of Priests’ music and
stem from a range of ideas.
“Sometimes movies, sometimes just reading the newspaper, sometimes just a weird turn
of phrase that I’ll hear someone
say and just write down in a notebook,” Greer said. “I just sort of

Priests guitarist G.L. Jaguar sings passionately into the mic during the concert. | ZACH HOLLANDER

go after whatever I find interesting and try not to think in terms
of what I should be writing songs
about, because that’s kind of
boring.”
In songs like “Lelia 20,”
Priests’ music borders on melancholic as Greer’s voice swims
hauntingly through darker vibrations. “You are a common
thief in my worst dreams,” Greer

croons. Others have a more upbeat quality, although they still
carry a sense of urgency and
meaning. A political current
runs through songs like “Pink
White House,” where Priests rail
against a hollow political system
that they compare to “a puppet
show in which you’re made to
feel like you participate.”
Despite these lyrics of frus-

tration with the government,
Priests resists what they deem
the vagueness of a political label.
“For whatever reason we have
always been described as a political band, and it often feels like
that word doesn’t really describe
a whole lot anymore almost because it describes so much,”
Greer said. “You can really find
a political dimension in almost

anything that you are talking
about.”
Priests gave an energetic and
joyful performance. Greer, in a
leopard print jumpsuit, tossed
her head back and forth as Daniele somehow seemed to jump
up and down from her seated
position behind the drums. The
group’s mesmerizing, full-body,
engagement with the music lasted the duration of their concert,
maintaining the sense of electricity in the room.
Priests’ performance was preceded by Kenyon bands Three
Beers Richer and Mark Twang.
The two groups set the tone for
the night with their own energizing, room-shaking sounds. As
they played, people threw purple beach balls, which seemed
to perpetually hover above the
heads of the dancing crowd.
When the evening came to a
close, the crowd was left hungry
for more, but cries for an encore
were left unsatisfied. These eager viewers will have to wait for
Priests’ upcoming record The
Seduction of Kansas, set to be released on April 5.

Three poets give KR reading
SAM BRODSKY
ARTS EDITOR

Last Tuesday, a long line of students
wrapped from the doors of Finn House onto
the sidewalk of Wiggin Street. The attraction was none other than three fantastic poets: Hanif Abdurraquib, Eloisa Amezcuza and
Emily Jungmin Yoon.
Speaking to a packed Cheever Room, they
read their verses and talked about their writing
process, along with other topics, such as the role
of politics in poetry, K-pop, the arbitrary nature
of awards season and Oscar best picture winner “Green Book.” Hosted by the Kenyon Review, the three poets offered revolutionary poetry: at times empowering, at times funny, but
always deeply reflective.
The reading began with Abduraquib. Hailing from Columbus, Ohio, Abdurraquib is a
poet, essayist and cultural critic whose work has
been published in Muzzle, Vinyl, PEN American and various other journals. His essays and
music criticism – which walk the line between
poetry and prose – have been published in The
FADER, Pitchfork, the New Yorker and the
New York Times. They Can’t Kill us Until They
Kill Us, his second book, was named book of
the year by Esquire, NPR and Pitchfork, and
his newest book, Go Ahead in the Rain: Notes to
A Tribe Called Quest is a New York Times bestseller. He is also a frequent instructor at the Kenyon Review Young Writers summer program.
Sporting a jean jacket and a backwards cap,
Abdurraquib stepped up to the Cheever podium with his iPad and wasted no time. “I’ll be
short,” he said. “I only have one poem to read.”
The unpublished piece was a sprawling 13-part
epic about blackface in America: a series of vignettes that sifted through Abdurraquib’s personal experiences with blackface as well as the
history of blackface in American film. Detailing with sharp wit the movie scenes from the
1930s as well as his own skincare routine, Abdurraquib peeled through a racist tradition still

relevant today. “I’m starting to think it’s more
than just the color of my skin that you want,” he
read. He was met with a loud ring of applause.
Next up on the podium was Eloisa
Amezcua, the author of three poetry chapbooks: On Not Screaming, Symptoms of Teething, winner of the 2016 Vella Chapbook Award
and Mexicamericana, as well as the book From
the Inside Quietly. Hailing from Tucson, Arizona, Amezcua read poems about the tender
relationship she holds with her family, her identity as a Latinx woman in America and the hyper-normalisation of school shootings. When
asked by a student if it was hard to write about
atrocity, Amezcua flatly replied: “It’s not hard
to write about the ordinary, the daily. The horrible reality of school shootings is that they are
so common now that they are part of our everyday experience.”
After Amezcua finished reading, it was
Yoon’s turn. Yoon, the author of the poetry collection A Cruelty Special to Our Species, read
what she called some of her “greatest hits.” One
of the first poems that she read wrestled with
global warming, while “Bell Theory” shared
her experience as a Korean immigrant. She
continued with another poem about the Korean War. She took short breaks between each
poem, pausing to take sips of water. “Stay hydrated,” she reminded everyone.
Despite the number of accolades and awards
that each poet has earned, they care less about
their success as celebrities than their success as
writers. “I don’t give a f— about awards,” said
Abdurraqib. “I have a lineage to uphold.” Similarly, Amezcua mentioned that she could never
write for an awards committee; she writes for
community — for people that will read her
work and consider it human.
Each poet, in their own unique way, ties the
political to their writing. “No piece of writing
is completely divorced from politics,” Yoon said
in response to a student’s question. “That very
stance, treating poetry as apolitical, has ideological implications. Even nature is political.”

Ruby Schiff ’21 entering the 91st Academy Awards. | COURTESY OF RUBY SCHIFF

Doc ‘Period. End of
Sentence’ wins Oscar
DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON | EDITOR-IN-CHEIF

This year, a Kenyon Lady stepped foot on stage at the 91st Academy Awards, and it wasn’t Allison Janney ’82. Kenyon student Ruby Schiff ’21 graced the stage when the film “Period. End of
Sentence” won best documentary (short subject).
“I’ve never felt a bigger adrenaline rush,” Schiff said in a dispatch shared with the Collegian.
“The whole team was beyond elated.”
“Period. End of Sentence” tells the true story of women in India who are fighting the stigma
surrounding menstruation and working to increase the availability of sanitary pads.
“I’m not crying because I’m on my period or anything,” Rayka Zehtabchi, the film’s director,
said during her acceptance speech. “I can’t believe a film about menstruation just won an Oscar!”
Schiff was part of a group of producers who helped fundraise for the film and the Pad Project,
their non-profit organization, through Kickstarter. The Pad Project seeks to help girls in developing countries manage their periods by outfitting communities with machines that dispense
affordable, biodegradable pads. Now that the film has an Oscar under its belt, the Kickstarter has
received an influx of new donations.
“The donations streaming into our non-profit, The Pad Project, which will provide more pad
machines to other communities in need, will impact the lives of women and girls around the
world,” Schiff said.
Though the project began when Schiff was still in high school, the College was quick to congratulate the sophomore. Minutes after the win, President Sean Decatur tweeted: “Congratulations to Ruby Schiff ‘21 on the Academy Award winning Period. End of Sentence.”
“It’s interesting and exciting on a number of levels: the subject matter of the film, the opportunity for high school students to really be in the lead of pushing ahead a project like that as a part
of their work in school, the opportunity to continue with that work afterwards,” Decatur said.
“Period. End of Sentence” is now available for streaming on Netflix.
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Standing in
support of
Sisterhood

This Monday, Sisterhood Kenyon distributed an open letter entitled “On Behalf of Sisterhood Theme House.” The letter outlined some
of the issues covered in last week’s Collegian
article “Sisterhood residents voice housing concerns” and also dove into issues we were not able
to cover at the time.
Since then, over 30 student organizations,
including Greek organizations, affinity groups
and even sports teams, have voiced their support by sending the letter out through their own
email addresses.
The letter addresses residents being “seen
naked by construction workers” who were sent
to their house without notice, dust and insects
from windows left open causing “a hygiene/
health hazard,” locked doors and “instances of
miscommunication and poor planning.”
Vice President for Student Affairs Meredith
Harper Bonham ’92 initially responded to the
string of emails with a brief Student-Info of her
own, stating that she had reached out to Sisterhood but not directly addressing any of the
points made in the open letter. The emails from
student organizations continued.
In light of the letter, the Collegian wishes to
re-emphasize our support of Sisterhood and the
six residents living in R-17. Last week, based on
our reporting, we called for the administration
to take the residents’ concerns seriously. We reiterate that call with urgency. Kenyon has repeatedly put the residents of Sisterhood theme
housing in unsafe and unacceptable conditions.
At the very least, the Office of Residential Life
and the Office of Student Engagement owe
them an apology.
It is our hope first and foremost that talks
between Sisterhood and Bonham lead to a longoverdue sense of respect and safety for the students. We also urge Kenyon to make sure that a
situation like this will never happen again.
On Kenyon’s website, the Residential Life
webpage states that campus housing is “where
you hang out, banter, make friends, make music, organize mayhem, improvise parties, snack,
study, and sleep. Above all, you choose.” It
doesn’t appear that the College is delivering on
these promises.
The staff editorial is written weekly by editors-in-chief Cameron Messinides ’19 and Devon
Musgrave-Johnson ’19, managing editor Grant
Miner ’19 and executive director Matt Mandel
’19. You can contact them at messinidesc@kenyon.edu, musgravejohnsond @kenyon.edu, minerg@kenyon.edu and mandelm@kenyon.edu,
respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members
of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The
opinions expressed on this page belong
only to the writers. Columns and letters
to the editors do not reflect the opinions
of the Collegian staff. All members of the
community are welcome to express opinions
through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right
to edit all letters submitted for length
and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or pseudonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or
fewer. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The
Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as
possible each week subject to space, interest
and appropriateness. Members of the
editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necessarily reflect the views of
Kenyon College.

HAYLEY BELUCH

We need the Green New Deal. Desperately.
JESSICA GOROVITZ
CONTRIBUTOR

We have never faced threats as serious to our democracy and our survival
as those we face today. Climate change
poses an existential threat to life on
Earth. Yet according to the Economist,
China, India and even Saudi Arabia are
investing more in renewable energy and
sustainable climate policies than the
United States.
The Green New Deal, a joint resolution proposed in Congress earlier this
month, provides Americans with a solution to some of the most pressing economic and climate challenges facing the
country. It would provide jobs in the renewable energy sector, often referred to
as “green jobs,” similar to the type of blue
collar work that was once common in
the American economy. Providing jobs
in the renewable energy sector would

ensure that American jobs could not be
outsourced while creating a greener, more
sustainable economy. It would also ensure
that any infrastructure updates would include provisions for updating the energy
grid to make it more efficient and compatible with renewable energy.
The costs of climate change will only
continue to grow. While the Green New
Deal would be expensive, it would also
help make the economy more productive in the long run. By focusing on economic development in all underserved
communities, the Green New Deal aims
to create a future with economic opportunity for all Americans. Making the
economy work better for everyone helps
create an environment where democracy
can prosper.
We are out of time to address both
the political and economic problems
our country is facing. In an ideal world,
we would have understood the threats

we were facing 10 or 15 years ago and
implemented policies that would allow
us to gradually alter the nature of work,
economic mobility and prosperity in
this country. But we didn’t. We have
waited until the last possible moment to
take climate change seriously, and now
our options are limited.
Currently, global temperatures are
over one degree warmer than pre-industrial levels. If we allow temperatures to rise 1.5 degrees Celsius above
pre-industrial levels, the damage to the
environment will be irreparable. Wildfires will be rampant in the west, agricultural farmland will become deserts
and America’s coastal cities will be underwater. We need extreme solutions to
extreme problems, and the Green New
Deal provides us with precisely that.
Jessica Gorovitz ’20 is a political science major from Berkeley, Calif. You can
contact her at gorovitzj@kenyon.edu.

Letter to the Editor

Dear Collegian staff,
I am a first-year student who lives in McBride Hall. This year, I have had a long struggle against an anxiety disorder. After talking to my primary
care doctors and counselors, we concluded that an emotional support animal (ESA) would be a wonderful way for me to take care of my anxiety. I
immediately set out contacting the Office of Student Accessibility and Support Services (SASS) to see about the possibility of getting such an animal.
I talked to SASS Director Erin Salva, and although I had officially missed the application deadline for an ESA, I understood that I could fill out the
paperwork and be confirmed for an ESA. My primary care doctor filled out the ESA verification forms and, I, believing that everything would be in
order, started looking for a suitable companion.
Out of this search came my Corgi puppy, Lemon. I purchased her on Jan. 26 and had her on campus for a week. In that week she was leash-, nameand potty-trained, and she met and bettered the lives of many people on campus. She was a quiet and well-behaved puppy and the responsibility of
raising her eliminated my anxiety symptoms without medication.
At the beginning of February, I went back to SASS to finalize the ESA paperwork. Instead, I was given under a week to get rid of Lemon. Luckily my saints of parents stepped in to watch her. Lemon is currently in Charlotte, N.C. My bonding with her as an ESA, as well as her training, were
interrupted.
My anxiety disorder is worse than it has ever been. I have nightly anxiety attacks and leave campus whenever I do not have class. In fact, it has gotten to the point where I have been forced to apply to transfer to another college next year.
My friends and I, confused about how this could have happened, appealed the decision. We not only visited with Vice President of Student Affairs
Meredith Harper Bonham ’92, but also submitted a written appeal to Dean of Students Robin Hart Ruthenbeck. This appeal was declined.
I write this letter not only for my own sake, but to try to prevent something like this from happening in the future. Here at Kenyon, we know that
mental health matters. We just need to remind the administration.
Michael Trevallion ’22
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Theology ‘N’ Chill cannot welcome without first clarifying

The leader is tied to the anti-LGBTQ+ Southern Baptist Church. We need an explanation.
JESS KOTNOUR
CONTRIBUTOR

First, an introduction: I am
a trans, gay Christian. I work
for a project called Church
Clarity, which scores church
websites on how clearly they
communicate their policies
regarding LGBTQ+ participation at all levels in the church
and women in leadership.
When I saw the Feb. 21 Collegian article “Theology ‘N’
Chill holds Bible studies and
open discussions,” I found it
strange that a quote about how
this Bible study group provided a space to work against homophobia, sexism and transphobia in religion was paired
with the fact that it is run by a
Southern Baptist pastor.
As a trans, gay Christian, I

would not find Theology ‘N’
Chill to be a safe place for me
to have open discussions. As
part of the Southern Baptist
Church, this pastor associates
himself with a denomination
that subscribes to the Southern Baptist Faith and Message,
which includes the following:
“While both men and women
are gifted for service in the
church, the office of pastor
is limited to men as qualified
by Scripture,” and “Marriage
is the uniting of one man and
one woman in covenant commitment for a lifetime,” and
“In the spirit of Christ, Christians should oppose racism,
every form of greed, selfishness, and vice, and all forms of
sexual immorality, including
adultery, homosexuality, and
pornography.”

CROSSWORD
Across
1. Handles
6. To detect photons
9. Wintertime
transport
12. Shenanigans
14. Sleep disruptor,
for a princess
15. Dream
17. Latest
destination?
19. Jacob’s jealous
brother
20. Tchotchke
21. Watering hole
22. Expectation set
to finish four essays
over next two weeks
27. Liberal arts college in Delaware,
Ohio
28. Kat
accompaniment
29. Bashful
30. Government service with Gambier
office
34. To die
36. Actual outcome
for next two weeks
(see 22-Across)
39. Pandemonium
40. Gary and his
family
43. Technique
awarded with Best
Visual Effects Oscar
46. Scrap
47. “Yes!”
48. Irish vacation;
alternative plan for
next two weeks?
(see 22-Across)

55. Asserts
56. Green stuff in a
Caprese
57. Potato homeland
58. Year-long
change of pace
63. Scissor sound
64. Way back when
65. Mail-in reward
66. Bane for high
school juniors and
seniors
67. Iguana or gerbil
68. Daddied

Down
1. “Wonder Woman”
Gadot
2. Collection of A, C,
G and U
3. ___ a Small World
4. Cricket field
5. Guy who thinks
he’s fly
6. Collegiate, for
example
7. Suffix for mountain- or auction8. What is done in
Peirce
9. To curse
10. Chocolate morsels
11. First of the Latter
Prophets
13. dog raW
16. Iditarod dog
18. Ma’am
counterpart
21. To acquire

In the Collegian article, students are quoted so as to make
it seem that Theology ‘N’ Chill
is unlike other “Christian”
spaces. Students in the article
described how Christianity
can be seen “as something oppressive, racist, sexist, homophobic, [or] transphobic.” This
is characterized as a “misconception of the Christian faith,”
implying that Theology ‘N’
Chill provides a space that
runs counter to this very sexism, racism, homophobia and
transphobia.
There are certainly Christian spaces and churches
that are working against sexism, racism, homophobia and
transphobia. But a space led by
a Southern Baptist pastor cannot be one of them. Southern
Baptist beliefs directly contra-

dict the notion that this space
is a safe space for all. A space
where women are not allowed
to hold all levels of leadership cannot be one of them. A
space where two men cannot
get married cannot be one of
them. A space where a trans
person cannot preach from the
pulpit cannot be one of them.
With my work with Church
Clarity, we strive to not push
churches to become affirming
and egalitarian, but rather to
inform people on what each
church believes. I grew up in
a church that was non-affirming and non-egalitarian, and I
am still working through the
pain that it caused me. I ask
those who attend Theology
‘N’ Chill to be aware of who is
in the room and what beliefs
they hold.

On behalf of my LGBTQ+
siblings and all of my sisters
in Christ, I ask for clarity
from Theology ‘N’ Chill. Is
this truly a space that is open
and affirming to all? If Theology ‘N’ Chill were a church,
would they ordain women and
LGBTQ+ people? Would the
church baptize each person
as they are, without attempting to change their sexuality
or gender identity? Would the
church allow them to preach?
Would the church hold samegender marriages? Clarity is
reasonable, and all deserve to
know if they will not only be
welcomed in a space, but also
celebrated and affirmed.
Jess Kotnour ’19 is a biology
major from Sanford, Fla. You
can contact them at kotnourj@
kenyon.edu.

Cameron Austin
Opinions Editor
22. Game, when followed by scotch
23. ___ Jima, WWII
battle
24. To praise
effusively
25. Pentagonal
vegetable
26. Brouhahas
31. Twitch
32. Detests
33. To study
34. Nickels and
dimes, without
enough to buy any
vowels
35. Prolific campground
37. Indian flatbread
38. “Vain,” as seen
through a vanity
41. Soap ingredient
42. Mineral in l’océan
43. Cowboy leg
accessory
44. Premises
45. Spain and
Portugal
49. To behave like
Vesuvius
50. Head monk
51. To seize
52. Russian ruler
53. Marriage and
communion
54. Excuse
58. Syrup precursor
59. Life stage
60. Far-away object,
in South #3
61. Gobbled
62. Efficient lamp

Congrats to Elizabeth Boyle ’19 and Thomas Stanton ’19 for submitting a
correct solution to last week’s puzzle!
Did you finish this crossword? Email a photo of your finished crossword
to crossword@kenyoncollegian.com for the chance to get a shoutout!
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Coach Monfiletto’s legacy
goes beyonds wins and losses
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS EDITOR

The recent departure of Lords head
football coach Chris Monfiletto leaves a
hole in leadership for the football team
both on and off the field. Although
Monfiletto struggled to secure wins for
the team, the effort he put in to improve
his player’s lives is essential to his legacy
at Kenyon.
Monfiletto set up the Kenyon football alumni mentorship program early
in his Kenyon tenure as a way to help
connect undergraduate Lords football
players with football alumni. The program aims for every graduating football
player to either have a job lined up or
have gotten into one of their top three
graduate school choices.
“I met with Kenyon pretty early on
in the recruiting process and I learned
about the alumni mentorship program,”
defensive end Sam Becker ’20 said. “It
impressed me so much, to the point
where for every other school that I interacted with I asked if they had something
similar. None of them did, and [the program] turned out to be a pretty big pull
as to why I went to Kenyon.”
The alumni mentorship program has
its own webpage that acts like a personal LinkedIn for Kenyon football alumni.
The site helps the undergraduate players
connect with alumni for advice, leadership and job opportunities.
“That was one of the biggest things
[Monfiletto] did for us,” kicker Mamadou Fofana ’21 said. “Leaving that out
is like leaving out his legacy at Kenyon.”
Another program that Monfiletto
helped pilot and grow was the team’s
yearly summer golf outing. Anyone involved in the team, from alumni and
coaches to parents and fans, were invited to the event, and, over the near-

decade that Monfiletto ran the outing,
it went from sparsely-attended to a football calendar staple with over 140 attendees.
Finally, Monfiletto left an impact on
the current Kenyon students he helped
through trying times. Fofana talked about how Monfiletto helped him
through the incident that triggered the
anonymous “I Am Not Your N Word”
open letter in the spring of 2018.
“Coming into my freshman year, I
wasn’t even thinking about playing football until I met with [Monfiletto] last
summer,” Fofana said. “He’s pushed me
to become a better athlete and a better
man. He helped me through my whole
situation with the [I Am Not Your N
Word] thing. In that time [Monfiletto]
was the most inf luential person to me,
not only as a coach but also as an older
mentor.”
Last Friday, Monfiletto tweeted out
a letter describing the experiences he
had at Kenyon. To conclude it, he told
a story about Jake Genachowski’s ’15
wedding over the summer, which he
attended, and the wide range of career
paths he saw in his former players on the
dance f loor. “They came from various
backgrounds and worked in different
professions ranging from medicine to
politics to business,” Monfiletto wrote.
“They were sharing a life-long memory, through a bond that was formed in
our football family … to me that dance
f loor on the night of Jake’s wedding is
the best representation of their collective success.”
“I think whoever the new coach is
should be very excited,” Fofana said
about the culture Monfiletto instilled
at Kenyon. “We got 50 guys ready to go
to work, and I’m looking forward to it
moving forward.”

The swim teams raced for their last chance to get as many swimmers as possible on
their NCAA championship roster. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

Lords and Ladies battle for
trip to NCAA Championship
JORDY FEE-PLATT
STAFF WRITER

Over the weekend, the Kenyon men’s
and women’s swim teams hosted the Fast
Chance Meet, the final meet of the season
at the Steen Aquatic Center. This race presented the last chance for Lords and Ladies
to lower their seed times and qualify for
the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division III Championship
(NCAAs).
To qualify for NCAAs, swimmers either
have to get an “A” cut, with which one automatically qualifies, or a “B” cut, where the
best “B” cut times will be placed until the
event fills to capacity.
Nine Lord’s times qualified for the
NCAA “B” cut. In his final home meet, Aj
Reid ’19 hit season bests of 55.41 and 48.82
in the 100-yard breaststroke and 100-yard
butterfly, respectively. Both of these times
were good enough for the NCAA “B” cut,
yet Reid only qualified for NCAAs in the
breaststroke. Despite winning the 200 individal medley with a time of 1:52.60,

Mark Lang ’22 only achieved a “B” cut in
the 400 individal medley, shaving almost
three full seconds off his seed time with a
3:55.88. Lang’s time was good enough for
him to join his upperclassmen teammates
in Greensboro with just a year of college
swimming under his belt.
Three Ladies also scored NCAA “B” cuts
at Fast Chance. Summer Otazu’s ’20 56.32
in the 100-yard backstroke earned her a
“B” cut, and was also her best time of the
season. The other two qualifications for the
Ladies came in long-distance. Alexis Vetrano ’21 came across first in the 500-yard
freestyle (4:58.30) and made the cut by over
2 seconds. Both of these times helped the
Ladies earn their spots at NCAAs.
The final swimmer in purple and black
to get a “B” cut was Claire Murray ’21, but
she did not improve on her seed time leaving her off the Greensboro roster.
Over break, the Lords and Ladies will
begin their preparations for the NCAAs,
which will take place on March 20 in
Greensboro, N.C.

Track and field teams win two events at Last Chance Meet
Men’s
JACKSON WALD
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon men’s track and
field team competed in the unscored North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC) Last Chance
Championship, where they won
two events. Held annually at Denison University, the event is the
Lords’ last before they compete in
the NCAC indoor championships.
The Lords were looking to repeat their success in the event last
year, where they won three events
and tallied 11 top-10 finishes. Jordan Potter ’19 earned the first
win of the Championship for the
Lords, finishing the shot put event
with a season-best 48 feet and 7.25
inches. Potter’s throw bested the
second-place finisher by over a
meter-and-a-half. Ifeatu Menakaya ’21 finished in the top five with
a season-best score of 42 feet and
1.25 inches.
The second Lords first-place

finish came in the 400-meter
dash, where Cody Bratzler ’21
dominated with a season-best
time of 53.43, almost two full seconds ahead of second place.
The Lords’ also placed well in
the 1-mile run, with Tommy Johnson ’20, Will Oakley ’20 and Ethan
Bradley ’20 finishing in third,
fourth and fifth, respectively. In
the 800-meter, Thomas Guidotti
’21 finished in 2:10.06, giving him
seventh place in the event.
The Lords’ next event, the
NCAC Indoor Championships at
Tanner Orr ’19, takes the batton in a race this weekend. Orr will look to defend his long jump conferThe College of Wooster, begins ence championship this weekend in Wooster, Ohio. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS
on March 1 at 12:30 p.m. and will
continue on March 2 at 12:30 p.m. had the best individual showing: impressive performances, spe- time this season, finishing with a
She was one of eight Ladies to cifically frontrunners Cate Rob- time of 12:09.70 in eighth place.
record top-eight finishes during ertson ’22, Caitlyn Haas ’20 and
“There are a lot of strong unthe
meet.
Davida
Harris
’22.
Robertson
sederclassmen
on the team who
JOE WINT
Daugherty took third place cured a season-best time of 8.53 will be competitive in the upSTAFF WRITER
in the mile run with an impres- in the 60-yard dash, good for coming conference meet and
The Kenyon College wom- sive time of 5:49.13, a career best. fourth place. Haas also finished spring season,” Harris said.
en’s indoor track and field team Hannah Haynes ’21 also placed with a season-best at 1:06.17 in
The Ladies look forward to
competed last Friday night at in the 1-mile run, finishing the 400 meters, just 4 seconds next weekend as they prepare for
the unscored Last Chance Meet sixth, about 20 seconds behind ahead of Harris in seventh. Ca- the North Coast Athletic Conat Denison University. For the Daugherty.
mille Baxter ’21 attempted the ference Championship meet at
Ladies, Caroline Daugherty ’19
Kenyon sprinters also put up 3,000-meter race for the first The College of Wooster.

Women’s
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Lords and Ladies both go to overtime in early season games
Women’s
CHRIS ERDMANN
STAFF WRITER

The Kenyon women’s lacrosse
team had a busy week as they took
on John Carroll University for their
home opener on Saturday and the
University of Mount Union on Tuesday. Both matchups came down to
the final minutes and each game was
separated by one goal. Unfortunately, the Ladies came up short in both.
In the season opener against John
Carroll, the Ladies took an early 3-0
lead driven by Lucy Somers’ ’19 two
early goals. The Blue Streak then
struck back to make it 3-2. Both
teams continued to trade goals for
the rest of the game. At two minutes
left, the Blue Streak led 10-9.
With 1:12 left in the game, Avery
Morgan ’20 found the back of the net
off an assist from Katelyn Schwartz
’21. This goal forced the game into
overtime. Only a minute into the first
overtime, John Carroll scored on the
only shot taken in the extra period of
play.
The Ladies’ next game against
Mount Union began with slow starts
for both team’s offenses, but turned
into a thrilling contest after halftime.
Kenyon was down 2-1 at the conclusion of the first half, with their lone
goal coming from Sarah Griswold
’20 off a pass from Cassie Hudson-

Heck ’19. The Ladies’ offense came
out firing on all cylinders in the second half; they scored seven straight
goals led by Julia Mahoney ’21, who
snagged two goals and two assists.
Mount Union responded with seven
straight goals of their own, including
the game-winner with 1:24 left.
The Ladies will play Baldwin
Wallace University at home on Friday, before travelling to Sewanee,
Tenn. for their spring break trip to
play Birmingham-Southern University, Sewanee: The University of the
South and Ursinus College

Men’s
DAVID COSIMANO
STAFF WRITER

Last Saturday, the Kenyon
Lords lacrosse team traveled to
Columbus, Ohio for a close defensive battle against Capital
University in non-conference
play. Through the heroics of Joe
Woody ’19 and Matt Pollack ’21,
the Lords were able to best Capital in overtime with a score of 8-7.
Declan Curry ’22 put the Lords
on the board early on in the first
quarter with the first goal of his
Kenyon career. Later in the quarter, Sam Humphrey ’20 extended
the Lords lead to 2-0. Despite the
early deficit, Capital did not fold,
scoring a goal to end the quarter
with the Lords up 2-1.

Maggie Grabowski ’20 looks to create offense against John Carroll. | SEJIN KIM/KENYON SID/NCAA

Just under four minutes into
the second quarter, Woody
scored his first goal of the game
and restored the Lords’ two-goal
lead. Capital responded with a
three-goal run, though, giving
them a 4-3 lead heading into halftime.
To start the third quarter,
Capital scored again to grab their
first two-goal lead, but Kenyon
quickly erased it: over the span
of three minutes and 20 seconds,
the Lords nabbed three goals
from Emilio Sosa ’19, Will Harrigan ’21 and Nick Vitale ’19, re-

claiming the slim lead. Capital answered again with two more goals,
putting them ahead 7-6 with 10
minutes left in the game. Fighting
for their lives with just two-anda-half minutes left in regulation,
the Lords turned to Woody, who
scored his second goal and set the
stage for overtime.
Both teams went back and
forth in a chaotic overtime session that posed multiple scoring
opportunities. Ultimately, it came
down to the final 33 seconds of the
game. Pollack converted his opportunity on net to lift the Lords

Lords tennis rallies thrice; stays undefeated
FRANCIS BYRNE
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, the Lords tennis
team, ranked at No. 14 by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association, traveled to
Fredericksburg, Va. to compete in the
Mary Washington Invitational where
they remained undefeated, earning
their fourth, fifth and sixth wins of
the season. Kenyon has not had this
dominant of a start since the 2007-08
season after their victories over No. 23
Sewanee: The University of the South,
No. 20 University of Mary Washington and No. 36 Stevens Institute of
Technology.
Against Sewanee, Nicholas Paolucci
’19 and Henry Barrett ’19 bested Jack
Metzger and Alejandro Becker 8-6 to
secure a point in the doubles competition. The other two doubles matches
were tight Tigers victories, 8-6 and
9-7. On the singles side, however, the
Lords displayed their prowess. Austin
Diehl ’20 managed a three-set victory
while Jacob Zalenski ’20 made quick
work of his opponent, 7-6, 6-2. Bryan
Yoshino ’21 and Pascal Lee ’22 also
won their matches in straight sets to
secure the 5-4 Kenyon win.
Against Mary Washington, the
Lords dropped two of three doubles
contests, with Zalenski and Lee providing the lone victory. But, as with
Sewanee, the Lords created separation
in singles play.
Paolucci notched another point for
the Lords with a 6-1, 6-2 victory, while
Diehl won in consecutive sets, 7-5, 6-1.

to an 8-7 victory.
“We’re pretty happy to come
out of Saturday with a gritty
win,” Woody said. “But we have
a lot to work out as a team. We’re
looking forward to the upcoming
opportunities to test ourselves
against some competitive out of
conference teams.”
Looking ahead to spring
break, the Lords prepare for
stretch of games against nonconference opponents, prior to
beginning North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) play on
March 23.

Weekly
Scores
Men’s Tennis
2/23
2/23
2/24

14
23
14
20
14
36

KENYON
SEWANEE
KENYON
MARY WASH.
KENYON
STEVENS

5
4

5
4
7
2

Women’s Lacrosse
2/23
Jacob Zalenski ’20 returns a ball during a match against Stevens. The Lords won 7-2
behind Zalenski’s two victories. | COURTESY OF KENYON COLLEGE ATHLETICS

The match came down to a winnertake-all singles match between Lee
and Ryland Byrd. Lee showed poise
in the three-set showdown, defeating
Byrd 6-4, 6-7 (4-7), 6-3. The win by
the first year gave Kenyon its second
5-4 overall victory.
The following day, the Lords took
on Stevens and again found themselves in a 2-1 deficit after doubles
play. For the second time, Zalenski
and Lee accounted for the sole doubles victory, an 8-0 win. Leaning on
their prodigious singles play yet again,

the Lords were able to sweep Stevens.
With all six Lords winning in straight
sets, Kenyon walked away with a 7-2
victory.
“Although [there were] some difficulties in doubles, we pulled through
in singles to beat three very good, nationally ranked teams including one
that beat us last season, Mary Washington,” Matias Mauviel ’21 said.
Next for the Lords is their spring
break trip to Lake Nona, Fla., where
they will compete against six nonconference opponents.

2/26

JOHN CARROLL
KENYON
MOUNT UNION
KENYON

11
10
9
8

Men’s Lacrosse
2/23

CAPITAL
KENYON

7
8

